
�ా�ా�్సన ��ట���యల్
�ెర్స్ �� 60 అంగ���ల ��డల�ప్ ఉనన్ �ాయ్�ర్క్ మ�డ� �టర�ల్  ఎం��ౖర్ 
�ెర్స్ �� �ా�ా�్సన ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � �ర� మ� ��బ్ ��ౖడ్ 
www.ushasew.com నుం�� �ౌన్ ల�డ్ �ేసు��వచు్చ.
��క్ �ీస్
క�ెత్ ర
��ెడ్ �ినున్ల�
��క్ల్
��లత ట�ప్
మ�య్�ంగ్ ��రం
8” క�్సల్్డ  �పప్ర్
ఉ�ా జ��మ్ �పప్ర్ ఫ�ట్
ఉష జ��మ్ ��ద��ంగ్ ఫ�ట్
�క� న�్చన అలంకరణ ల�స్ 5 �టర�ల్
ఉ�ా జ��మ్ ��ౖ�ింగ్ ఫ�ట్

�ర� ఈ ట�ట���యల్ ల� ట�ం��ల్ ట్ పర్�ారం �ాయ్�ర్క్ � కట్ 
�ేసు��వటం ఎల��� ��ర�్చక�ంట�ర�. మనం అపప్ర్ ట���్స �ీ��స్ � 
�ిద్ధం �ే�ి, ఫర్ంట్ ఇం�ా బ�య్క్ �ీ��స్ � క��ి జ��న్ �ే�ాత్ ం, ��క్ 
ల�ౖన్ � �ి�ష్ �ే�ాత్ ం, �ీల్ వ్్స � ఎట�చ్ �ే�ాత్ ం, సక్ర్ట్ ���ా�న్ �ిద్ధం 
�ే�ాత్ ం, ��ౖడ్ �ీమ్్స � క�డ��ం, �పప్ర్ � ఎట�చ్ �ే�ాత్ ం, �ీల్ వ్్స �� 
బ�టమ్ �� ల�స్ � ఎట�చ్ �ే�ాత్ ం.

��ట్ప్ 1 ట�ం��ల్ ట్ మ���క్ంగ్ ఇం�ా �ాయ్�ర్క్ కట�ట్ంగ్

�ాయ్�ర్క్ � ప���త్�ా �ెరవం��. బ�టమ్ నుం� �� డవ� పర్�ారం 
మడవం��, ఆ త�ా్వత ఈ ట�ట���యల్ ల� చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్  ట�ప్ 
నుం� మడవం��. ఇ�� �ాయ్�ర్క్ �ాంగ్ ��ౖడ్, ఇ�� �ాయ్�ర్క్ ���ట్ ��ౖడ్.

ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా ఫర్ంట్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � �ాయ్�ర్క్ బ�టమ్ �ఫ్ 
�ద ��ట�ట్ �. �ాయ్�ర్క్ �� ట�ం��ల్ ట్ �� క��ి �ిన్ ��ట�ట్ �. ఆ �ినున్ 
�ాయ్�ర్క్ అ�న్ �� రలగ�ం�� ����ళ్ల� చూసు���ా�. �ర� ఇకక్డ 
చూసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా ఫర్ంట్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � �ాయ్�ర్క్ మడత �ద ��ట�ట్ ���ా�.

ఇప�ప్డ� ఒక ��క్ �ీస్ �సుక�� �తత్ం ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ట�ర్స్ 
�ేసు���ా�. కర్్వ� దగ్గర ��ం�ెం జ�గ�తత్ �ా ఉం���. �ే� ఆడక�ం�� 
ఉండటం మ�ఖయ్ం. �తత్ం ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ట�ర్స్ �ేయటం అ��� �ే, 
���న్ ���యం��. ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � పకక్న ��ట�ట్  �ాయ్�ర్క్ �� మ�ళ్ �ినున్ల� 
��ట�ట్ ���ా�, అప�ప్డ� కట్ �ే��టప�ప్డ� అ� కదలక�ం�� ఉంట��. 
ట�ర్స్ �ే�ిన ల�ౖన్ �ద జ�గ�తత్�ా కట్ �ేయ��, మ�ళ్ వంప�ల దగ్గర 
జ�గ�తత్ �ా ఉం���, ఫర్ంట్ �ాయ్�ర్క్ �ీస్ స���ా్గ  వ�ే్చల� కట్ 
�ేసు���ా�. ఇప�ప్డ� పర్ంట్ �ీస్ � ��ి పకక్న ��ట�ట్ ���ా�.

ఇప�ప్డ� �ాయ్�ర్క్ ట�ప్ �� ల్్డ  �ద బ�య్క్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ��ట�ట్ �, ఇకక్డ 
చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా ���న్ స���ా్గ  మడత ��ే ��ట�ట్ �. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 

ఎం��ౖర్ �ెర్స్
మ� దశల�ా�� ట�ట���యల్ � అనుస��ం� �ర� ఒక ���ట్�ష్ ఎం��ౖర్ 
�ెర్స్ � తయ�ర��ేసు��ం��.

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.

:



Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

ఇం��క ఫర్ంట్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ �� �ే�ిన అ�ే పర్���య� ���ీట్ �ేయ��. 
�ిన్ ... ట�ర్స్.. త�ా్వత కట్. అల��� బ�య్క్ �ీస్ � పకక్న ��ట�ట్ ��ం��.

ఇప�ప్డ� మనం సక్ర్ట్ కట్ �ేసుక�ం��ం. �ాయ్�ర్క్ � ఓ��న్ �ే�ి, 
���న్ మ�ళ్ ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్  స�ా��� మడ�చు���ా�. 
�ాయ్�ర్క్ ఇం�ా ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ���ింగ్ ���ట్ ల��� ఉం��. ఒక ��క్ల్ �సుక�� 
�ాయ్�ర్క్ �త్ అంతట�� బ�ర���త మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�. బ�ర� ��త 
నుం� 28” ��ల�చుక�� మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�. ��గ�య్లర్ ఇంట��్వల్్స 
�ద 28” మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�, అ�� మనం బ�ర� ��త ��యట���� 
స�యపడ�త�ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� ��క్ల్ �� బ�ర� ��త� ��సు���ా�. అ 
��తల �ద కట్ �ేసు���ా�. కట్ �ే��టప�ప్డ� �ాయ్�ర్క్ ��ండ� �� రల� 
కట్ అ��య్ల� చూసు���ా�. సక్ర్ట్ �� మన�� ��ండ� �ీ��స్ �ా�ా�, 
అందుక� ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ఇం�� �ీస్ � కట్ �ేసుక�ం��ం.

ఇప�ప్డ�, �ీల్ వ్్స �షయ������ద్ ం. ����న �ాయ్�ర్క్ � �సుక��, 
��� �ద �ీల్ వ్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ��ట�ట్ �. �ాయ్�ర్క్ �� ట�ం��ల్ ట్ �� �ిన్ 
��ట�ట్ ���ా�. �ినున్ల� �ాయ్�ర్క్ ��ండ� �� రల�� గ�చు్చక���ల� 
చూసు���ా�. ఇప�ప్డ� ఒక ��క్ �ీస్ �� �ాయ్�ర్క్ �ద ట�ం��ల్ ట్  
అవ�ట్ ల�ౖన్ � ��సుక�ం��ం. ఇక ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � �����ద్ ం. ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � 
పకక్న ��టట్ం��. అవసర����ే, కట్ �ే��టప�ప్డ� �ాయ్�ర్క్ కదలక�ం�� 
ఉండట���� మ�ళ్ �ినున్ల� ��ట�ట్ ��ం��. మ�ర్క్ �ే�ిన ��తల �ద 
కట్ �ేయం��. ఈ కట�ంగ్ ��ల� మ�ఖయ్ం, చకక్�ా కట్ �ే��త్  ��జ�ౖన్ 
అందం�ా వసుత్ ం��, తప�ప్ జ�����ే �ా�ై�� త�ం��.

��క్ ల�ౖన్ �� మన�� �య�స్ �ిట్ �ప్ �ా�ా�. ����న �ాయ్�ర్క్ � 
�సు��ం��. ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా ఒక ��క్ల్ �సుక�� ���న్ 45 
�����ల ��ణంల� ��టట్ం��. ��క్ �ీస్ �� బ�ర� ��త ��యం��. ఇప�ప్డ� 
���ిన ��త నుం�� 1 ½” ����, ఆ �ా�ంట్ మ�ర్క్ �ేసు��ం��. 
�ాయ్�ర్క్ �ద అకక్డకక్డ 1 ½” మ�ర�క్ల� ��ట�ట్ ��ం��, అ� బ�ర� 
��త ��యట���� మన�� ఉప�గపడ���. ���ిన త�ా్వత, ఒక 
��క్ల్ �సుక��, మ�ర్క్ �ే�ిన �ా�ంట్్స � క���ల��ా ��త 
��సు���ా�. క�ెత్ ర �సుక�� పట�ట్� కట్ �ేసు���ా�. మన�� ఒకక్ 
పట�ట్�� �ా�ా�, �ాబట�ట్  మనం �ాయ్�ర్క్ ��ౖ�� ర� మ�తర్�� కట్ 
�ేసుక�ంట���న్ం.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.



Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

��ట్ప్ 2, అపప్ర్ ట���్స �ీ��స్ � �ిద్ధం �ేయటం

ఫర్ంట్ ఇం�ా బ�య్క్ మ�కక్ల�� మన�� ��ర్ట్� �ా�ా�. అందుక� ఫర్ంట్ 
�ీస్ � �సుక�� ���న్ ఓ��న్ �ేయం��. ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా 
ఫర్ంట్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ఫర్ంట్ �ీస్ ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ �ద ��ట�ట్ �. ఇకక్డ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � 
చూసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా��, ����� బ�టమ్ ల� ��ండ� నక�క్ల� ��ట�ట్ �, ఒక 
�ా�ంట్ ��ౖన్ ��క�క్ల� ��ట�ట్ �. �తత్ం మ�డ� �ా�ంట్్స � 
మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�. ఇప�ప్డ� ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ��ిప్, ఎడమ��ౖప� ��ట�ట్ �, 
మ�ళ్ ఈ మ�డ� �ా�ంట్ � మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�. ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � 
���యం��. ఒక ��క్ల్ ఇం�ా ��క్ �ీస్ స�యం�� ��ండ� 
నక�క్లను ��ంటర్ �ా�ంట్ ల� జ��న్ �ేయ��. ఇల��� 
ఇం����ౖప� �ద క��� ఈ �ా�ంట్్స � జ��న్ �ేసు���ా�. 
మనం ��ర్ట్ ��ట�ట్ ��వట���� ఈ మ�ర�క్ల� ఉప�గపడ���. 
�ా��పట�ల్ , అ�ెల� �ేయ�ల� చూ��ద్ ం. ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ఇప�ప్డ� మనం 
బ�య్క్ �ీస్ �� క��� ���ీట్ �ేయ��. బ�య్క్ ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ఇకక్డ 
చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్  �ాయ్�ర్క్ �ద ��ట�ట్ �. �ా�ంట్ � మ�ర్క్ �ేయ��. 
ట�ం��ల్ ట్ � ఇం����ౖప� �� ��ిప్ మ�ళ్ మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�. మ���క్ంగ్ 
అయ�య్క, �ా�ంట్్స � జ��న్ �ేసు���ా�.

���త్ ��� ఇప�ప్డ� క�ట�ట్  సమయం వ�్చం��. ��ండ� �ీ��స్ � � 
ఉ�ా జ��మ్ ��ర్మ్ ��కర్ 120 క�ట�ట్  ���ిన్ దగ్గరక� 
�సుక���ళళ్ం��. మ�ందు మనం ఫర్ంట్ �ీస్ �� �దల���డ��ం. 
��ండ� నక�క్లను జ��న్ �ే�ి, ��ౖ �ా�ంట్ �ద �ించ్ �ేయం��. 
ఇప�ప్డ� మనం ఈ ��త �ద క�ట�ట్ �. ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద �ాయ్�ర్క్ � 
��ట�ట్  అడ్జస్ట్  �ేసు���ా�. క�ట�ట్ ���ిన్ � బ�ర� క�ట�ట్ �� ��ట్ 
�ేసు���ా�, �ిట్చ్ ల�ంగ్త్ � 2.6 �� ��ట్ �ేసు���ా�, ఇక క�టట్టం 
�దల���టట్ం��. �దట�ల్  ��వర్్స క�ట�ల్  ��య��. ఇకక్డ 
చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా �ా�ంట్ నుం� నక�క్ వరక� క�ట�ట్ �. అల��� 
�వ��ల్  ��వర్్స క�ట�ల్  ��య��. ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు��ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� 
మనం ఫర్ంట్ �ీస్ �ద ఒక ��ర్ట్ � క�ట�ట్�ాం. ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ఇం�� 
��ర్ట్ �� ���ీట్ �ేసు���ా�. ఫర్ంట్ �ీస్ ��ర్ట్� �ిద్ధ����� య��.

ఇప�ప్డ� బ�య్క్ �ీస్ � క�ట�ట్ క�ం��ం. ఫర్ంట్ �ీస్ ల��� మనం 
నక�క్లను జ��న్ �ేసుక�� ఎడమ��ౖప�, క�����ౖప� ��ం��ట��� ��త 
�ద క�ట�ట్ �. ��ర్ట్� ఈ �ధం�ా ఉం���.

��ట్ప్ 3, �� ల్డర్ � క�టట్టం ��్వ�ా ఫర్ంట్ ఇం�ా బ�య్క్ �ీ��స్ 
� జ��న్ �ేసు��వటం.

ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా బ�య్క్ �ీస్ � ఫర్ంట్ �ీస్ �ద ��ట�ట్ �. ���ట్ 
��ౖడ్ ���ింగ్ ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ల� ఉం���. �� ల్డర్్స � స���ా్గ  మ�య్చ్ �ేసుక�� 
�ాట��� �ిన్ ��ట�ట్ �. ఇప�ప్డ� మనం �ిన్ ��ట�ట్ క�నన్ �� ల్డర్్స � 
క�ట�ట్ �.

�ాయ్�ర్క్ � � క�ట�ట్  ���ిన్ దగ్గరక� �సుక���ళల్ం��. �ినున్ల� 
��ట�ట్న �� ల్డర్ � ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద ��ట�ట్  క�టట్టం �దల���ట�ట్ �.  
�దట�ల్ నూ, �వ��ల్ నూ ��వర్్స క�ట�ల్  ��సు���ా�. �నన్ క�ట�ట్  
అ��� స�� ����� క��� ��వర్్స క�ట�ట్  ��య��, అప�ప్�ే �ాయ్�ర్క్ 
గట�ట్�ా ఉంట�ం��. ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసుక��, ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ఇం�� �� ల్డర్ 
�� ���ీట్ �ేయ��. �� ల్డర్ క�ట�ట్  ఈ �ధం�ా ఉం���.

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.

:



Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 
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���్మంగ్ క��� �ే�ాత్ ం.

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.

:

:



Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 
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Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.

:



Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

��ట్ప్ 7, అపప్ర్ ట���్స�� సక్ర్ట్ �ీ��స్ � ఎట�చ్ �ేయటం.

ఇప�ప్డ� మనం ��దర్్డ �ాయ్�ర్క్ � �ెర్స్ అపప్ర్ �� ర్షన్ �� ఎట�చ్ �ే��ద్ ం. 
ఒక �ాయ్�ర్క్ �ీస్ � �సుక�� ���న్ ట�ప్ �ీస్ బ�టమ్ ఎడ్్జ  �� అల�న్ౖ 
�ేసు���ా�, ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ���ింగ్ ���ట్ ��ౖ�ే ఉం���. ���న్ ఇకక్డ 
��టట్ం��. ఇం�� �వ�� వరక� �ినున్ల� ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. �ాయ్�ర్క్ ��ండ� 
మ�కక్ల� స���ా్గ  అల�ౖన్ అ��య్ల� చూసు���ా�. ఒక��ౖప� ప���త్ 
�ే�ిన త�ా్వత, �ాయ్�ర్క్ � ఓ��న్ �ే�ి �ెర్స్ ��నుక ��ౖప� ఇం�� సక్ర్ట్ 
�� ర్షన్ � �ిన్ �ేసు���ా�. ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ���ింగ్ ���ట్ వ�ే్చల� ��ట�ట్  �ిన్ 
��ట�ట్ ���ా�. ఇప�ప్డ� ఇ�� క�టట్ట���� �ిద్ధం�ా ఉం��. మనం ఇం���� 
ఫ�ట్ � మ���్చ మ�ళ్ �ా��రణ ఫ�ట్ ��ట�ట్ క���న్ం �ాబట�ట్  ���ిన్ 
� బ�ర� క�ట�ట్ �� ��ట్ �ేసు��ం��. �ాయ్�ర్క్ � ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద ��ట�ట్  
అల�ౖన్ �ేసు��ం��. ఇక క�టట్టం �దల���టట్ం��. క�ట�ట్టప�ప్డ� ��ండ� 
�ాయ్�ర్క్్స స���ా్గ  అల�ౖన్ అ��య్ల� చూసు���ా�. �వ�� వరక� క�ట�ట్ క, 
���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు���ా�. ఇ�ే �ధం�ా మనం ఇం����ౖప��� క��� 
�ేసు���ా�. �ాయ్�ర్క్ � అల�ౖన్ �ేసుక�� క�ట�ట్ �. ���ా�న్ కట్ 
�ేసు��ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� ఇకక్డ చూసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా మన ట�ప్ ట���్స �� ర్షన్ 
బ�టమ్ �� ఎట�చ్ అ��� �ం��. ఇ���� క�ట�ల్  ఈ �ధం�ా ఉం���.

��ట్ప్ 8, �ీల్ వ్్స, బ�టమ్ ఇం�ా �పప్ర్ �� ��ౖడ్్స � ప���త్ 
�ేయటం

ల�స్ �� మనం ��� అలంక����ద్ ం. �తత్ం �ీల్ వ్ �� డవ�� ��ల�క��, 
అంత ల�స్ � కట్ �ేసు���ా�. ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా ల�స్ � �ీల్ వ్ 
�� �ిన్ �ేసు���ా�. ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ��ం�ో  �ీల్ వ్ �� క��� ���ీట్ 
�ేసు���ా�. �ా�ా�్సనంత ల�స్ �సుక��, �ిన్ �ేసు���ా�.

ఇప�ప్డ� ��ౖడ్ ఆమ్ �షయ������ద్ ం. �ీల్ వ్్స � ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ 
వ�ే్చల��ా ఆమ్ హ� ల్్స �� మ�య్చ్ �ేసు���ా�. ఆమ్ హ� ల్ �� �ిన్ 
��ట�ట్ ���ాఅ�. ఇప�ప్డ� ��ం���� వ�్చ ���స్ట్ ల�ౖన్ � మ�య్చ్ 
�ేసుక��, కదలక�ం�� �ినున్ల���ట�ట్ ���ా�. త�ా్వత ��ౖడ్ �ీమ్ � 
మ�య్చ్ �ేసుక��, �ెర్స్ బ�టమ్ వరక� �ినున్ల� ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. 
ఒక��ౖప� �ినున్ల� ��టట్టం ప�రత్వ్వ�ా�� ఇల��� ��ం�ో��ౖప��� ���ీట్ 
�ేసు���ా�.

ఎల�����ే��ం ఇట�పకక్ మనం �పప్ర్ � ఎట�చ్ �ే�ాత్ ం. ఇందుక� 
మనం 8” క�్సల్్డ  �పప్��న్ ఉప����ాత్ ం. ఆమ్ హ� ల్ నుం� 1 ½” 
���� ��క్ �ీస్ �� ఒక మ�ర్క్ ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. ఈ �ా�ంట్ �పప్ర్ 
�ాట్ ర్ట్ �ా�ంట్ అవ�త�ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� �పప్ర్ �� ఇం�� �వ�� �ద 
�పప్ర్ �వరన్ 1” మ�ందు ఒక మ�ర్క్ ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. ��క్ �ీస్ �� ఈ 
�ా�ంట్ � మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా�. ఇ�� మన ఓ���ంగ్ అవ�త�ం��. 
ఇక �ప్ � �ిన్ �ేసుక�ం��ం.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.
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Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

�ప్ ���ట్ � �ెర్స్ �ాయ్�ర్క్ ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ �ద ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. ఇకక్డ 
చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా �ప్ ఒక ��ౖడ్ � బ�టమ్ �ాయ్�ర్క్ �� �ిన్ 
�ేసు���ా�. �ప్ ఇం�� ఐప� � �ెర్స్ ట�ప్ �ీస్ �� �ిన్ �ేసు���ా�, 
���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ���ింగ్ ���ట్ ల� ఉం���. �ప్ ఓ��న్ �ేయం��. �ినున్ల� 
��ట�ట్న �ప్ ఈ �ధం�ా ఉం���.

ఇక క�టట్టం �దల���డ��ం.

మ�ందు ల�స్ � క�ట�ట్ క�ం��ం, ����� మనం ల�స్ �� మ�య్చ్ అ��య్ 
��రం రంగ�� మ�ర�్చ���ా�. అల��� �ా��రణ ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ����ి, 
����� బదుల� ��ౖ�ింగ్ ఫ�ట్ � ���ంచు���ా�. అ�� అయ�య్క, 
��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద �ాయ్�ర్క్ � ��ట�ట్  అల�ౖన్ �ేసుక��, క�టట్టం 
�దల���టట్ం��. ల�స్ ఒక �వర నుం�� ఇం�� �వ�� వరక� క�ట�ట్ �. 
క�ట�ట్  చకక్�ా �ా�ాలంట� ���ిన్ � ��ల్  �ీప్డ్ ల� ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. 
క�టట్టం అయ�య్క, ���ా�న్ కట్ �ే�ి, ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ల�స్ ఇం����ౖప��� 
���న్ ���ీట్ �ేసు���ా�.

�ీల్ వ్్స ��ండ� �వరల్� జ��న్ �ేసు���ా�, అందు��సం ల�స్ అంచు 
�ద ఉనన్ ���న్ మ���య్లను ��ల��ంచు���ా�. అల� �ే��త్  �ీల్ వ్ 
�ీమ్ ల�స్ �ా క�టట్ట���� �లవ�త�ం��. ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ � ��ి 
��గ�య్లర్ ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ � ��ట�ట్ ���ా�. �ీల్ వ్  ��ండ� పకక్ల� జ��న్ 
�ేసు���ా�, ���ట్ ��ౖడ్ ���ింగ్ ���ట్ ల� ఉం�ేల� ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద 
��ట�ట్ ���ా�. క�టట్టం �దల���టట్ం��. �దట�ల్  ���న్ ��వర్్స క�ట�ల్  
��సు���ా�. �ీల్ వ్ దగ్గర�న్ం� �ెర్స్ బ�టమ్ వరక� క�ట�ట్ ���ా�. ఆమ్ 
హ� ల్ దగ్గర, ��దర్్స దగ్గర ��మ్మ���ా క�డ�త�, ఫర్ంట్ ఇం�ా బ�య్క్ 
�ీ��స్ క��ి స���ా్గ  అల�ౖన్ అయ�య్య� అ� చూసు���ా�. క�టట్టం 
అయ�య్క ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు��ం��. ��ౖడ్ �ీమ్ ఈ�ధం�ా ఉం���. 
ఇప�ప్డ� �ెర్స్ �� ఇం����ౖప� క�డ��ం.

�ెర్స్ బ�టమ్ నుం� �దల���ట�ట్  ��ౖ వరక� క�ట�ట్ ���ా�. �ర� 
�పప్ర్ మ�ర్క్ �ేసు���ా��, ఆ�ి, ���న్ ��వర్్స క�ట�ల్  ��సు���ా�. 
���ాక ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు��ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� మ�ళ్ ఇం�� మ�ర్క్ దగ్గర 
క�టట్టం �దల���ట�ట్  �ీల్ వ్్స �వ�� వరక� క�ట�ట్ ���ా�. అయ�య్క 
���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు���ా�.

త�ా్వత ఇక �పప్ర్ � క�ట�ట్ �. �ా��రణ ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ � ��ల��ం� 
�పప్ర్ ఫ�ట్ � ���ంచు���ా�. ఫ�ట్ క��� అంచు�� �ాయ్�ర్క్ � 
అల�ౖన్ �ేసు���ా�, �ాబట�ట్  ��� పర్�ారం ఫ�ట్ � ఎట�చ్ �ేసు���ా�. 
�ాయ్�ర్క్ � ఫ�ట్ ��ంద ��ట�ట్  క�టట్టం �దల���ట�త్ �. క�ట�ట్  
సమయంల��� �ినున్లను ���సు���ా�. �పప్ర్ �వ���� �ేర����ా��, 
ఆ�ి, ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు���ా�. �ప్ ఓ��న్ �ే�ి, ఇం����ౖప� క�టట్టం 
�దల���ట�ట్ �. ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద �ాయ్�ర్క్ � ��ట�ట్  అల�ౖన్ �ేసుక�� 
క�టట్టం �దల���ట�ట్ �. �వ�� వ��క్ క�ట�ట్ �. మన �ప్ �దట� 
��ట్ క�ట�ల్  ��యటం ప����త్ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� �ప్ పళళ్ దగ్గర 
క�టల్��య��. ఫ�ట్ ��ంద ��ట�ట్  �ప్ � అల�ౖన్ �ేసుక�� క�టట్టం 
�దల���ట�ట్ �. పళల్�� �ల�ౖనంత దగ్గర�ా క�ట�ట్ �. క�ట�ట్టప�ప్డ� 
సట్���ా క�ట�ట్ �, �క�ట�ల్  సట్ ��ట్ �ా ఉం���. క�టట్టం అయ�య్క, 
���ా�న్ కట్ �ే�ి, ఇ�ే �ధం�ా ఇం����ౖప� క�ట�ట్ �. క�ట�ట్న త�ా్వత 
�ప్ ఈ�ధం�ా ఉంట�ం��.

The last bit here is to lock the top of the zip by stitching 
across its width. Change back to the regular presser 
foot. Place the fabric under the presser foot and stitch 
across. This is how the stitch will look like.

Turn the empire dress inside out and we will work on 
the bottom hem. Fold by ½ inch twice as shown. Align 
the fold under the presser foot and begin sewing. Sew 
all across the bottom hem. Keep folding the bottom 
and ensure the stitches are neat. Once done cut the 
thread.

The lace will sit at the bottom of the dress as well. Place 
the lace at the bottom of the dress and begin sewing. 
Leave the end open Cut the thread and move onto the 
other edge of the lace. Sew all across. Once you reach 
the end fold the end for about ½ inch and overlap it 
over the lace as shown. We will have to remove the 
pearls if required. Place the overlap under the presser 
foot and sew. Use pivoting on the corners. Cut the 
threads and done. 

We have finished the neckline, the waist, attached the 
sleeves, hemmed the bottom and attached the zipper. 
Iron all your seams.

Wasn't that simple? Your empire dress is now ready. You 
now know what to wear on your next dinner date. Tell 
us in the comments below what you'd like to see next 
and don't forget to share the tutorial- with your tailor 
friends.

��ౖప� 



Material Required
3 meters of fabric for the dress with a width of 60”
Template for the Empire dress which you can down-
load from our website www.ushasew.com.
Chalk
Scissors
Beaded Pins
Scale
Measuring tape
Matching thread
8 inch concealed zipper
Usha Janome Zipper Foot
Usha Janome Gathering Foot
5 meters embellishing lace of your choice
Usha Janome Piping Foot (required only if you choose 
a lace with piping)

In this tutorial we will learn how to cut the fabric 
according to the template. We will Prepare the upper 
torso pieces, join the front and back pieces together, 
finish the neckline, attach the sleeves, prepare the skirt 
portion, sew the side seams, attach the zipper and 
attach lace to the sleeves and the bottom. 

Step 1 Template Marking & Fabric Cutting

Open the fabric completely. Fold width wise from the 
bottom and then from the top as shown in the tutorial. 
This is the wrong side of the fabric and this facing us; is 
the right side of the fabric. 

Place the front template on the bottom half of the 
fabric as shown. Pin the template to the fabric. Ensure 
the pin enters all the layers of fabric. As you can see 
the front template is kept on the fold of the fabric. 

Now with a piece of chalk trace out the entire tem-
plate. Be careful while working on the curves, a steady 
hand is necessary. Once you are done tracing the 
entire template, unpin it. Keep the template aside and 
then pin the fabric again to hold the layers in place 
while cutting. Carefully cut on the traced line and again 
go slow on the curved path to ensure a perfect front 
fabric piece. Remove the front piece and keep it aside. 

Now place the back template on the top fold of the 
fabric as shown and ensure its placed correctly on fold. 

Repeat the same steps as the front template. Pin…. 
Trace….and cut. Keep the back piece aside as well. 

We will now cut the skirt option. Open the fabric and 
again fold it into half like shown. We still have the right 
side facing right. Take a ruler and mark a straight line 
across the width of the fabric. From the straight-line 
measure 28” and mark. Mark 28” on regular intervals 
which will help us draw a straight line. Now with a ruler 
make a straight line. Cut on the lines. While cutting 
ensure that you cut both the layers of fabric. We will 2 
pieces of fabric for the skirt.

Next comes the sleeve. Take the remaining fabric and 
place the sleeve template on it. Pin the template to the 
fabric. Ensure the pin goes through both the layers of 
the fabric. Now trace the outline of the template onto 
the fabric with a piece of chalk. Be careful on the 
curves. Unpin the template. Keep the template aside. If 
required, you can re-pin the fabric to ensure stability 
while cutting. Cut on the marked lines. This cutting is 
very important as it can make or break your design.

We will need a bias strip for the neckline. Take the 
remaining fabric. Keep the scale at a 45-degree angle 
as shown. Draw a straight line with the chalk. Now 
measure 1 ½ inches from the drawn line and mark the 
point.  Mark 1 ½ inches at various points on the fabric, 
these will help us draw a straight line. Once done, take 
the scale and draw a line joining the marked points. 
Cut out the strip with the help of a scissor.

Step 2 Preparing the upper torso pieces

We will need darts on the front and back pieces. Bring 
in the front piece and open it. Keep the front template 
on the right side of the front piece as shown. As you 
can see the template as two notches at the bottom 
and one point above the notches. Mark all the three 
points. Now flip the template and place it on the left 
side and again mark these three points. Remove the 
template. Join the two notches to the center point with 
the help of a scale and some chalk. Join these points 
on the other side as well. These markings will help us 
create a dart. We will see how, in just a moment. We 
now need to repeat the same procedure on the back 
piece as well. Open the fabric. Place the back template 
over the fabric like shown. Mark the point. Flip the 
template on the other side and mark. Once done, join 
the points. 

It’s finally time to get stitching. Take both the pieces to 
your Usha Janome Dream Maker 120 sewing machine. 
We will first work on the front piece. Join the two 
notches and pinch on the upper point. We will stitch 
on this line. Adjust the fabric under the presser foot. 
Ensure the machine is set to straight stitch and increase 
the stitch length to 4.0. Press start to begin sewing. Do 
reverse stitch at the start. Sew from the point till the 
notch as shown. Do reverse stitches at the end as well. 
Cut the thread. We have now sewn one dart on the 
front piece. We will repeat the same process for the 
other dart. Join the darts. Place the fabric under the 
presser foot and sew. The darts for the front fabric are 
ready. This is how they should look. 

Let’s move to the back piece. Like the front piece we 
will join the notches and sew on the line for both the 
left and right side. This is how the darts will look. 

Step 3 Joining the front and back pieces by 
stitching the shoulder

Place the back piece over the front piece as shown. 
Right side facing right. Match the shoulder correctly 
and pin them together. We will now be stitching the 
pinned shoulders.

Take the fabric to your sewing machine. Place the 
pinned shoulder under the presser foot and start 
sewing. Do reverse stitches at the start and the end. 
Even for such a small stitch line a reverse stitch is 
necessary to hold the fabric together. Cut the thread 
and repeat the same for the other shoulder. This is how 

the shoulder stitch will look like. 
Step 4 Finishing the neckline

Open the fabric like shown. We will now finish the neck-
line with the help of a bias strip by attaching it to the 
neckline. Let’s get sewing. Fold the bias strip into half 
wrong side facing wrong. Place the folded bias strip on 
the right side of the neckline like as shown. We have left 
about one inch of bias strip at the beginning.  Adjust the 
fabrics under the presser foot and begin sewing from the 
shoulder line.  Be extra careful while sewing. Stop and 
keep adjusting the bias strip along the neckline.  Go all 
around the neckline. As you come near the end stop. 
Remember the extra bias strip that we left at the start. 
Fold the extra strip as shown and place the other end of 
the bias strip over this fold and sew. Once you reach the 
end, cut the thread. The extra bias strip left at the end 
can be easily cut off using a pair of scissors. This is how 
the stitches will look. Now we will give notches to the 
edge like shown. Be careful not to cut over the stitch 
line. Give notches all through the neckline. The notches 
will help the neckline sit comfortably, while wearing the 
empire dress.

Now fold the bias strip like shown, an edge stitch will be 
required to hold the fold in place. Align the fold under 
the presser foot and begin sewing. Again go all around 
the neckline. Keep adjusting the fold as you go along. 
Cut the thread.

This is how the edge stitch will look like. Now we will 
fold the bias strip onto the wrong side which is the inside 
of the dress like shown and sew on the edge. Adjust the 
fabric under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Ensure the 
fold is placed correctly throughout the neckline. Cut any 
excess thread. Done! We have a neat neckline. This is 
how it should look once finished.

Step 5 Attaching the sleeves and finishing the 
sleeve hem

Open the fabric once again. Bring in our sleeve pieces. 
Fold the sleeve pieces into half as shown and give a 
notch on the top. Take one sleeve piece and match the 
notch to the shoulder stitch. Align the stitch line and the 
notch and pin the sleeve right side facing right as shown. 
Pin all around the arm hole. The same step will be 
repeated on the other side as well. Match the notch to 
the shoulder stitch line and pin the sleeve to the arm 
hole. We will be sewing the pinned fabric and also hem-
ming the sleeve. 

Place the pinned fabric under the presser foot. Start 
sewing slowly. Keep removing the pins as you go. Once 
done, cut the thread. This is how the sleeves will look. 
Sew the other sleeve a similar manner. Let’s move onto 
the sleeve hem.

Fold the fabric by half an inch twice like shown. Place 
the fold under the presser foot and start sewing from 
one end to the other. Keep pausing and folding the 
fabric to ensure we have a neat sleeve hem. This is how 
the hemmed sleeve will look. We will hem the second 
sleeve in the same fashion. Fold by half an inch twice 
and sew. We have now attached the sleeve and 
hemmed it. 

Step 6 Preparing the skirt portion

Now let’s work on the skirt portion. We have the two 
fabric pieces ready for the skirt. Open the fabric. The 
fabric will be attached to the top torso portion. Before 
we attach this the top of the skirt piece has to be gath-
ered. Take both the pieces of the skirt to the sewing 
machine. For gathering we will need the Usha Janome 
Gathering Foot. Unscrew the regular presser foot and 
screw the gathering foot in position. Set the machine to 
straight stitch and stitch length to 4.0. For gathering the 
thread tension has to be set to maximum, which in this 
case is 9. Align the fabric under the presser foot and 
press start and watch how magical it looks. The machine 
creates perfect gathers. Create gathers till the other 
end. Once done cut the thread. We will repeat the 
same gathering process on the other piece of skirt as 
well. This is how the gathers will look. Aren’t the beauti-
ful.

Step 7 Attaching the skirt pieces to the 
upper torso

We will now attach the gathered fabric to the upper 
portion of the dress. Take one piece of fabric and align 
it with the bottom edge of the top piece, right side 
facing right. Pin this in place. Keep pining all across till 
you reach the other end. Ensure that both pieces of 
fabric are aligned correctly. Once you are done with one 
side. Open the fabric and let’s pin the other skirt por-
tion to the back of the dress. Right side facing right and 
pin. We are now ready to sew. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot. We have already changed the foot 
back to the regular foot and set the machine to straight 
stitch. Begin sewing. Keep removing the pins as you go. 
Ensure both the fabrics are aligned correctly throughout 
the stitch. Once you reach the end cut the thread. We 
will repeat the same for the other side as well. Align the 
fabric and stitch. Cut the thread. Our top torso portion 
is now connected to the bottom as seen. This is how 
the stitches will look like.

Step 8 Finishing the sleeves, bottom and the 
sides along with the zipper

We will be embellishing the sleeves with a lace. Mea-
sure the length of the entire sleeve and cut the lace at 
measure. Pin the lace to the sleeve as shown. Repeat 
the same procedure for the second sleeve. Cut the lace 
at measure and pin. 

Let’s move to the side seam. Join the sleeves and 
match the arm holes. Pin the arm hole. Next move 
down and match the waistline and pin in place. Further 
keep matching the side seam and pin till you reach the 
bottom of the dress. Once you’re done with this first 
side repeat the same steps on the other side. 

On this side however we will be attaching a zipper. We 
are using a 8” concealed zipper. Measure 1 ½ inches 
from the arm hole and create a mark with a piece of 
chalk. This point will be the starting point of the zipper. 
Now on the other end of the zipper we need to make a 
mark 1 inch before the zipper ends. Use a chalk to mark 
this point. This will be our opening. Lets pin the zip.

The right side of the zip will be placed on the right side 
of the dress fabric. Pin one side of the zip to the bottom 
fabric as shown. The other side of the zip will be pinned 
to the top piece of the dress, right side facing right. 
Open the zip for the ease of sewing. This is how the 
pinned zip should look like. 

Let’s start sewing!

Let’s sew the lace first and hence we will need to 
change the color of the thread to match the lace. We 
also need to change the regular presser foot and attach 
the piping foot. Once done. Align the fabric under the 
presser foot and begin sewing. Sew from one end of 
the lace to the other end. Keep the machine at a slow 
pace to get a perfect stitch. Once done cut the thread 
and repeat the process on the other side of the lace. 

The two ends of the sleeves have to be joined together, 
for that remove a few pearls from the edge of the lace. 
This will help us sew the sleeve seamlessly. Change the 
presser foot, to the regular presser foot. Join the two 
sides of the sleeve, right side facing right and place it 
under the presser foot. Begin sewing. Do reverse stitch-
es at the start. Keep moving from the sleeve towards 
the bottom of the dress. Slow down near the armhole 
and the gathers and ensure both the front and back 
pieces are aligned together correctly. Once done cut 
the thread. This is how the side seam will look. Let’s 
now sew the other side of the dress.

Let’s start from the bottom of the dress and move 
upwards. Once you reach the zipper marking. Stop and 
do a few reverse stitches. Cut the thread. Now start 
sewing again at the other mark and go till the end of 
the sleeves. Cut the thread once done.

The zipper is next. Replace the regular presser foot with 
the zipper foot. We will align the right edge of the foot 
with the fabric and hence will attach the foot according-
ly. Place the fabric under the foot and start sewing. 
Keep removing the pins as you go. Once you reach the 
end of the zipper. Stop and cut the thread. Open the 
zip and lets sew the other side. Align the fabric under 
the presser foot and start sewing. Go till the end. Our 
first set of stitches for the zip are done. Now we need to 
stitch near the teeth of the zip. Align the zip under the 
foot and begin sewing. Sew as close to the teeth as 
possible. Go steady and make sure your stitches are 
straight. Once done cut the thread and repeat on the 
other side. This is how the zip should look like once 
stitched. 

ఇకక్డ �వర�ా �ప్ �త్ �� అడ్డం�ా క�టట్టం�� �ప్ ట�ప్ ల�క్ 
అవ�త�ం��. మ�ళ్ ��గ�య్లర్ ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ � ���ంచు���ా�. ��ర్స్సర్ 
ఫ�ట్ ��ంద �ాయ్�ర్క్ � ��ట�ట్ , అడ్డం�ా క�ట�ట్ �. క�ట�ట్న త�ా్వత � 
క�ట�ల్  ఇల� ఉం���.

ఎం��ౖర్ �ెర్స్ � �రగ�ప�ప్��ం��,ఇప�ప్డ� మనం బ�టమ్ ��మ్ �ద 
ప� �ే�ాత్ ం. ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా ���న్ ½” ��ప�ప్న 
��ండ��ార�ల్  మడ�చు���ా�. ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద ��ట�ట్  మడత� 
స���ేసుక�� క�టట్టం �దల���టట్ం��. బ�టమ్ ��మ్ అం�� 
క�ట�ట్ �. క�ట�ల్  చకక్�ా �ావట���� బ�టమ్ � మడ�చుక�ంట� 
ఉం���. క�టట్టం అయ�య్క ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు��ం��.

అల��� ల�స్ చకక్�ా �ెర్స్ బ�టమ్ �� అమర�త�ం��. ఇప�ప్డ� మనం 
��గ�య్లర్ ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ � ����ి మ�ళ్ ��ౖ�ింగ్ ఫ�ట్ � 
���ంచు���ా�. �ెర్స్ బ�టమ్ �� ల�స్ ��ట�ట్  క�టట్టం �దల���ట�ట్ �. 
�వరన్ ఓ��న్ � అల��� వ��ల�యం��, ���ా�న్ కట్ �ే�ి ల�స్ ఇం�� 
అంచు ��ౖప� క�ట�ట్ �. �తత్ం క�ట�ట్ �. మడత �వ�� ���్చనప�ప్డ� 
�వ��ల్  ½” మడ�చుక��, ఇకక్డ చూ�ిసుత్ నన్ట�ట్ �ా �����ౖన ఓవర్ 
ల�య్ప్ �ేయ��.  అవసర����ే మ���య్లను ���సు���ా�. ఓవర్ 
ల�య్ప్ � ��ర్స్సర్ ఫ�ట్ ��ంద ��ట�ట్  క�ట�ట్ �. మ�లల�ల్  �ి��ట్ పద్ధ�� 
ఉప���ంచు���ా�. ఇప�ప్డ� ���ా�న్ కట్ �ేసు��ం��, 
అ��� �ం��. 

మనం ��క్ ల�ౖన్ �, ���స్ట్ �, �ీల్ వ్్స �, బ�టమ్ ��మ్ �, �పప్ర్ � 
జ��న్ �ేయటం ప���త్ �ే�ాం.

ఇ�� సులభం�ా ఉం��క��? � ఎం��ౖర్ �ెర్స్ ఇప�ప్డ� �ిద్ధ���ం��. � 
తర��ా� �ేట్ �� ఏం ��సు���ాల� ���ప�ప్డ� �ె��ిం�� క��! �ర� 
త�ా్వత ఏం చూ��లనుక�ంట� ��ంద మ�క� క��ంట్ ల� �ెపప్ం��, 
అల��� మ��్చ�� కం�� � ట�ౖలర్ ��ర్ండ్్స �� ఈ ���� ��ర్ �ేయం��.మ��్చ�� క�ం�� 

�ా��ంట్ 


